
Agenda for Board Meeting 9th
September 2023 at
UWS Paisley Campus

12pm Meeting start

Stuart McCabe
vote to bring on the eat up board.

[1210pm Ricky Singh] - who we have a partnership with
for Linwood. (The landlord has not let Eat Up use the
warehouse as first intended. Instead they have filled it
with their own stock and we can't get use of it. The
council have been informed via email [3X] about this as
the charity cannot claim rate relief at £77.000 per year if
it is not using the building [it needs the fire exits cleared
and fire extinguishers] our name is on the building, if
anything happens we will get the blame.

[1225pm Paul Mc Crory]
Also asked Paul if he would be interested in putting a
container at Linwood and using a bit of it for an office for
his maintenance things. It would be part of the step up



program. This could be subletting, we need to check the
lease. [Andrew, did you suggest to Paul about office
space].





Three Mobile. [Listen to the call recording]

[Under charity law the unincorporated status leaves the
bill debt to the trustees. In this case Andrew and Tommy.

Stuart when you join it then also becomes your
responsibility too. So think about that.]



The Van 800 insurance. A battery is needed too, as the
van broke down this week. And £500 is due to Mario for
the van repair.

The Cellar Bar has 29 gas bill at the pub due 11th
September 2023



Other UGP From old board. Selkirk
The 4000 bill UGP will need to be contested via
ombudsman and courts





[The bill is inaccurate, that's what the last board said. The
meter was to be tested and they couldn't get that done.
The warehouse contract was till March 2022 “needs to
be clarified” and yet the UGP are charging beyond that.
This is part of the issue. Also during Covid when the
place was empty, they said we were using electricity. We
were only in the building three times over Covid.]



Raise capital

Grants , which I can't get done if I'm running about dealing
with the silly stuff. It's a waste of my skill set to be dealing
with the small stuff. And the charity is losing loads of
benefits.

Tins. They need out and in a database - There's 58 Tins
left to go out. Who can do it? Possibly Stuart you manage
Renfrew.

A fundraiser. I.e. sell hoodie, carboot, a concert, pop up
eurocentral shop. Tommy can't get to do that if running
around with the smaller stuff. Tommy had to leave
Eurocentral to fix the cellar bar.

More…

Trustees

Andrew is off till the 1st October 2023. This works out
around five weeks. To help settle into a new job. It has
been recommended that Andrew take up training to help
with his trustee position and enable the best experience
on the board. Training offered so far and not taken up



has been UWS six weeks course at Paisley, First Aid, and
seven modules from eat ups elearning, including GDPR
and health and safety.
The SCVO site that has trustee information to help with
the role has been pointed out and as far as we know
some has been read of it according to Andrew.

[Note; We are now at a stage where we need all the
board to know stuff, be versed on issues and have a
strategy to deal with bills. The systems indicate that
Andrew has not opened some vital emails to do with bills
and training.]

Tommy
Putting aside Andrews off for a month. Tommy Reid has
most of the trustee jobs to do. It would be good for each
trustee to take a share of the tasks and responsibilities.
Tommy is primarily tasked with getting buildings, grants,
the HR system, bringing in resources, connecting
directors and others to eat up for partnerships and
working relationships with others groups or businesses.
Whats actually happening is Tommy is doing all the
admin and trying to keep the charity together. It's not
possible to keep this going like this.
Trustee code is…





Mark Williams 1230pm on the telephone or teams. To
speak about the removal partnership.
There has been only one £50 donation and a small help
moving items. Mark and his team are using Linwood
dump and are happy to donate to the charity. They are
saving waste materials in Renfrewshire. They are
charging people for the service in partnership with the
charity. The charity has money sitting in Marks bank but
he's not paid out. He says he might need a new clutch.
The charity has several small bills to pay and needs
money. Mark and his team are trying to do jobs for us
and subtract that from the money they have for the
charity. So what the board needs to do is question Mark
on what's happened and make a decision on if the
money should be paid asap or if we dissolve the
partnership as the charity sees no benefit. Or not take
any money.









Scotcoin Jonathan 1250pm
We need to pass the minutes of the Monday Meeting

Attending:

Temple Melville, Jonathan Richards > Scotcoin

Tommy Reed, Stuart McCabe > Eat Up



04/09/23

Via: Zoom:

Discussing: arrangements for Eat Up and Scotcoin

1. Scotcoin for Volunteers:

Scotcoin for volunteers was now part of the Eat Up ecosystem.

The level of payment was discussed and could be at a rate of 10 SCOT per hour.

(TBC)

Eat Up to check if the word ‘wallet’ has been featured on their private pages.

Opt in for those wishing to be involved.

2. Eat Up clients

It was suggested that a workshop be set up to explain how Scotcoin works and

sign up process. Coffee/ biscuits vibe.

Staff to be briefed as well

Sign ups would then be ready to spend their Scotocin in store at next visit and

credited with 100 SCOT.

Clients could sign up for an address an be able to purchase in store there and

then or at a later date.

3. Shops/hubs

Eurocentral: set uo and ready to go for pop up/ car boot.

Note: some visuals had been created for Eat Up

Pub: likely to be October opening.

Note: Banner with Yowzersigns for print.



4. Meeting frequency Eat Up and Scotocin

Every 3 weeks. Next 25/09/23.

TBC. TR or other member of EatUp would attend; TM/ JR for Scotcoin.

There are other topics to be discussed and the

suggestion is another meeting in a week's time.


